Wideband acoustic transfer functions predict middle-ear effusion
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Abstract

Objectives/Hypothesis—Compare the accuracy of wideband acoustic transfer functions (WATFs) measured in the ear canal at ambient pressure to methods currently recommended by clinical guidelines for predicting middle-ear effusion (MEE).

Study Design—Cross-sectional validating diagnostic study among young children with and without MEE to investigate the ability of WATFs to predict MEE.

Methods—WATF measures were obtained in a MEE group of 44 children (53 ears, mean age 1.9 years) scheduled for middle-ear ventilation tube placement and a normal age-matched control group of 44 children (59 ears, mean age 1.8 years) with normal pneumatic otoscopic findings and no history of ear disease or middle-ear surgery. An otolaryngologist judged whether MEE was present or absent and rated tympanic-membrane (TM) mobility via pneumatic otoscopy. A likelihood-ratio classifier reduced WATF data (absorbance, admittance magnitude and phase) from 0.25 to 8 kHz to a single predictor of MEE status. Absorbance was compared to pneumatic otoscopy classifications of tympanic membrane (TM) mobility.

Results—Absorbance was reduced in ears with MEE compared to ears from the control group. Absorbance and admittance magnitude were the best single WATF predictors of MEE, but a predictor combining absorbance, admittance magnitude and phase was the most accurate. Absorbance varied systematically with TM mobility based on data from pneumatic otoscopy.
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Conclusions—Results showed that absorbance is sensitive to middle-ear stiffness and MEE, and WATF predictions of MEE in young children are as accurate as that reported for methods recommended by the clinical guidelines.
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INTRODUCTION

Otitis media is described as inflammation that can lead to accumulation of fluid in the middle ear.\(^1\) Clinical cases of otitis media increased from nearly 10 million in 1975 to 24.5 million in 1990, making it one of the most common diagnoses for children under the age of 15 years.\(^2\) Otitis media with effusion denotes the presence of middle-ear effusion (MEE) and affects roughly 2.2 million children annually with treatment costs upwards of $4 billion\(^3\). Up to 90% of children develop some form of otitis media with effusion before school age.\(^4\) MEE decreases tympanic membrane (TM) mobility and impedes the transfer of energy via the middle ear,\(^5\) resulting in hearing losses, commonly between 15 and 40 dB HL.\(^6\) A hearing loss associated with recurrent episodes of MEE during critical learning phases can lead to long-term consequences including deficits in language development,\(^7\)-\(^10\) auditory processing,\(^11\) binaural hearing,\(^12\) speech perception,\(^13\)-\(^17\) sound localization,\(^18\) cognitive ability,\(^19\) and academic success.\(^20\)-\(^22\) The present study evaluates the accuracy of wideband acoustic transfer functions (WATFs) to predict MEE.

Given the incidence, cost, and consequences, it is essential to accurately diagnose MEE for its effective management. Myringotomy is the gold standard for identifying MEE, and, combined with applications of clinical decision theory,\(^23,24\) can be used to evaluate the performance of alternative techniques in predicting the presence of MEE.

For obvious reasons, myringotomy cannot be used with subjects for whom there are no indications of middle-ear dysfunction. Pneumatic otoscopy provides an alternative to surgical confirmation, especially in cases in which MEE are not suspected. Current clinical practice guidelines for treating MEE are based primarily on pneumatic otoscopy,\(^25\) which enables visual inspection of TM mobility in response to pressure changes in a hermetically sealed ear canal.\(^26\) Studies have evaluated the ability of pneumatic otoscopy to predict the presence of MEE as validated by surgical findings at myringotomy. For example, a meta-analysis\(^27\) showed that pneumatic otoscopy was the best of eight methods for diagnosing MEE in children (sensitivity and specificity of 94 and 80%, respectively). Separate studies report sensitivity values from 85 to 91%, and specificity from 58 to 89%.\(^28\)-\(^31\) Although pneumatic otoscopy has potential in predicting MEE, interpretation of test results is characterized by highly variable outcomes\(^26,30,32,33\) either across otoscopists\(^34,35\) or across repeated tests by a single otoscopist.\(^29\)

When the diagnosis of MEE via pneumatic otoscopy is in question, current clinical guidelines recommend either 226-Hz tympanometry or reflectometry as an adjunct to pneumatic otoscopy.\(^25\) Clinical 226-Hz tympanometry, which measures middle-ear admittance across a pressure change in the ear canal, is a reliable and objective measure characterized by good inter-tester agreement.\(^36,37\) Unlike 1000-Hz tympanometry, which is often used for children under 6 months of age, 226-Hz tympanometry is typically used for a clinical population beyond 6 months of age. When compared to myringotomy, 226-Hz tympanometry predicts MEE with sensitivity from 80 to 90%, and specificity from 74 to
Such a range of values is likely the result of differences in the components of the tympanogram across studies that were used to make predictions of MEE. Toner and Mains report a single predictive value of 89% when using flat tympanograms to predict MEE. Of several tympanometric parameters (i.e., acoustic reflex, gradient, width, peak pressure, and admittance), width is reported to be the most accurate predictor of MEE with a sensitivity and specificity of 81 and 82%, respectively. Other studies have reported good test performance for tympanometric predictors of MEE despite relying on otoscopic diagnosis instead of myringotomy for MEE verification. In reference to reflectometry, meta-analysis results indicate lower accuracy in predicting MEE relative to pneumatic otoscopy and tympanometry.

A limitation of both pneumatic otoscopy and tympanometry is the need to obtain a hermetic seal in the ear canal so that pressure changes can be delivered across the TM. In ears with multiple pathologies, a TM with low-impedance as measured with 226-Hz tympanometry can mask more medial pathologies. Also, 226-Hz tympanometry assesses middle-ear status at a single frequency and is not suitable for detecting slight changes in middle-ear mechanics caused by otitis media.

WATFs, which are not discussed in current clinical guidelines, were developed to measure middle-ear function across a broad frequency spectrum. WATFs, which includes absorbance (AB) and acoustic admittance, are measured in the ear canal and provide a spectral analysis and acoustic transfer function of the ear canal and middle ear. AB values range between 0, which occurs when all the incident energy is reflected back to the probe microphone, and 1, which occurs when all incident energy is absorbed by the ear canal and middle ear. Advantages of the WATF test include: (1) a short test time (typical duration of a few seconds), (2) a continuous broad frequency response between 0.25 and 8 kHz, (3) the option of obtaining pressurized or ambient responses, (4) an independence of probe placement within the ear canal, and (5) good test-retest reliability.

WATFs have been investigated in various populations including normal adults, children and infants, healthy newborns, newborns in intensive care, receiving a neonatal hearing screening. WATFs are sensitive to middle-ear disorders including children and adults with a conductive hearing impairments, otitis media in children with cleft palate, otitis media with effusion in children and adults, otosclerosis in adults, ossicular discontinuity in adults, and TM perforation in adults. Although case studies have described WATFs in ears with MEE, few have reported distributions of WATFs in ears of these children. Beers et al. studied WATFs at ambient pressure in children with normal middle-ear status and in children with MEE. They found that energy reflectance (ER; i.e., the ratio of reflected to incident energy) increased over a wider frequency range as middle-ear status progressed from mild negative pressure to MEE, and that the ER between 680 and 6000 Hz was higher in ears with MEE (i.e., lower AB) compared to ears with normal middle-ear status. The sensitivity and specificity of ER between 1200 to 2600 Hz for predicting MEE was 100% and 90%, respectively, and ER predictors at 1250 Hz were better than predictors based on 226-Hz static admittance, which suggests WATFs have potential in predicting MEE at least as well as 226-tympanometry.

The above summary suggests that there is a need to improve current methods of MEE diagnosis. The ideal test should be objective, quick, have good test-retest reliability, and be predictive of middle-ear status, both in ears with MEE and in normal ears. An ambient test might be preferable over pressurized methods for children experiencing ear pain. A prototype system that measures WATFs in the ear canal at 60 frequencies between 0.226 and 8 kHz in approximately 1 sec at ambient pressure has been described previously. The results from that study suggest that WATFs may result in more accurate diagnostic
results compared to tests described in the current guidelines and in widespread clinical use. The primary goal of the present study is to evaluate WATFs in predicting MEE in children using myringotomy as the gold standard. Data are compared to results in age-matched children with normal middle-ear function and no history of ear disease or middle-ear surgery, in whom pneumatic otoscopy served as a substitute gold standard because myringotomies were not performed in these children. Test performance is assessed through the application of clinical decision theory, which provides a means of comparing the performance of an experimental measure (WATFs) to a gold standard (observations at surgery or pneumatic otoscopy). An additional goal is to assess the extent to which WATFs are related to qualitative estimates of tympanic-membrane mobility as determined via pneumatic otoscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

Following institutional review board approval, informed consent was obtained prior to data collection from the parents/legal guardians of all subjects. Data were collected from children between 0.5 and 7 years of age. Subjects with no history of ear disease or middle-ear surgery served as a control group. Normal middle-ear function was determined by an otolaryngologist via pneumatic otoscopy. The control group consisted of 59 ears from 44 subjects with a median age of 1.2 years and inter-quartile range (IQR) of 1.0 to 2.2 years. Details of the measurements in this group are provided below. Subjects in the MEE group were recruited from patients scheduled for myringotomy and tube placement, but had no history of myringotomies prior to the day of data collection. Subject data were included into the MEE group only if the physician conducting the surgery confirmed the presence of MEE at operation. Details of the status of the middle-ear at surgery were provided via a questionnaire completed by the surgeon. Pre-anesthetic sedation was delivered to each child in the MEE group according to a protocol specified by an anesthesiologist. WATF data from the MEE group were obtained in the patient holding room in the presence of the family following the administration of pre-anesthesia and within 1 hour of surgery. General anesthesia was then induced in the operating room just before surgery. The MEE group consisted of 53 ears from 44 subjects with a median age of 1.3 years and IQR of 1.1 to 2.1 years. This overall sample size of 112 test ears was concluded to be sufficient to measure test performance of WATFs in predicting MEE in a group of children relative to a baseline group with normal middle-ear function.

WATF Measurements and Analysis

A prototype system\(^{45}\) was used to acquire WATF responses. The prototype used a Windows-based computer with a CardDeluxe (Digital Audio Labs) internal soundcard in which custom software controlled stimulus generation and data acquisition. A prototype probe assembly (Interacoustics, Assens, Denmark) delivered a click signal of fixed voltage to the subjects’ ear via a single channel and had a miniature microphone to record the acoustic response. The probe assembly was fitted with a plastic tip appropriate for each subject’s ear-canal dimensions. The system was calibrated daily before data collection using a procedure that is explained elsewhere.\(^{45,60}\) The calibration procedure enabled the measurement of the WATFs and was completed in less than 1 minute. The measured WATFs in the ear-canal included absorbance (AB), admittance magnitude (YM), and admittance phase (YP). AB is defined as one minus the ER. ER is calculated as the ratio of reflected energy at the probe termination in the ear canal to incident acoustic energy supplied by the probe receiver. The admittance is the transfer function between the acoustic volume velocity to the acoustic pressure, with both variables measured at the tip of the ear-canal probe. Ear-canal measurements were based on the synchronous response to the
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presentation of 16 clicks and included tests for a leak-free probe insertion and artifact rejection to exclude excessively noisy trials. In the event of an insufficient seal, the operator was prompted to remove and reinsert the probe tip. The total test time per measurement was typically under 1 second once the probe was sealed in the ear canal.

Each WATF response (i.e., AB, YM, and YP) contained data at every 1/12th octave between 0.25 and 8 kHz (60 data points). The multivariate nature of the WATF response provides many inter-related values regarding middle-ear status. For this reason, a log-likelihood ratio classifier was calculated that combined the multivariate information across frequency into a single (univariate) predictor. See Appendix B in Sanford et al. for a more detailed description of the log-likelihood ratio calculation.

**Pneumatic Otoscopy Measurements**

Pneumatic otoscopy was completed by an otolaryngologist for ears considered for inclusion in the control group. Each ear was assigned a numeric value along a 5-point rating scale that classified the degree of TM movement to pressure changes in the ear canal. These classifications were defined as (1) Normal (N+), (2) Slightly stiff (SS), (3) Moderately stiff (MS), (4) Very stiff (VS), and (5) No movement (i.e., immobile; IM). Ratings corresponding to 1 and 2 (N+ and SS, respectively) were classified as having normal eardrum mobility and were included in the normal group. Data corresponding to ratings denoting reduced TM mobility (i.e., 3-5) were excluded from the main test-performance analyses; however, these data, along with the data corresponding to ratings of 1 and 2, were used to evaluate the relationship between TM mobility and AB. All pneumatic otoscopic evaluations were performed by the same otolaryngologist.

**Measures of WATF Test Performance**

Upon constructing the likelihood ratios for WATF predictors (i.e., AB, YM, YP), clinical decision theory was used to generate receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Each ROC curve plots the sensitivity of a univariate predictor of MEE (such as admittance magnitude, YM) as a function of the false-alarm rate (i.e., 1 – specificity). One summary statistic of the ROC curve is the area under the curve (AUC), which was calculated using a non-parametric procedure. An alternative summary statistic curve is the point of symmetry (SYM) on the ROC curve where sensitivity and specificity are equal. AUC and SYM values each range between 0.5 and 1, with values of 1 representing perfect test performance and values of 0.5 representing chance performance. One advantage of the SYM value is that it represents a clinically relevant test criterion characterizing both sensitivity and specificity. For the current study, AUC and SYM values were calculated for each of the wideband measures of AB, YM, and YP. A combined predictor (CP), defined as the sum of the log-likelihood ratios of the three aforementioned predictors, was also evaluated. The CP value incorporates diagnostic information associated with all three wideband measures. The 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for both AUC and SYM values were calculated using a bootstrap procedure of the ROC curve based on 40,000 iterations.

**RESULTS**

Figure 1 shows the AB median and IQR from 0.25 to 8 kHz for the normal (solid line, light shading) and MEE (dotted line, heavy shading) groups. The intermediate shading represents the range over which the IQRs for each group overlap. The median for the MEE group is below the 25th percentile of the normal group at all frequencies while the median for the normal group is above the 75th percentile for the MEE group between approximately 0.6 and 3.3 kHz, and around 5 kHz. The least overlap of IQR between groups occurs for frequencies
between 1.5 and 3 kHz. This is the frequency range over which AB is most sensitive to MEE status.

Table 1 summarizes the accuracy of each WATF predictor of MEE along with its corresponding CI. The best overall predictor, as determined by the largest AUC, is CP followed by AB and YM, which are similar to each other. Although AB, YM, and CP have similar AUCs and CIs, CP has a larger SYM and narrower corresponding CI compared to both AB and YM. Specifically, the lower CI of SYM increases from 0.78 or 0.79 to 0.85, and the higher CI of SYM from 0.92 or 0.93 to 0.96 when using the CP predictor compared to using either the AB or YM predictor. While the CP predictor is preferred in terms of its larger AUC and SYM values, there were no significant differences between any of the WATF predictors listed in Table 1.

As described in the Introduction, AB ranges between 0 and 1 in a middle ear (in the reasonable limit that the cochlear generation of sound via otoacoustic emissions is neglected). The measured AB was less than 0 in some ears at some frequencies due to the presence of measurement error, but more often in the MEE group than in the control group because the median absorbance was smaller in the MEE group. The results reported in Table I used the AB data irrespective of whether the values ranged smaller than 0. This approach was selected as the most direct and practical assessment of test performance. An alternative and physically plausible approach in data analysis would be to set AB equal to 0 whenever the measured value was negative. The data were re-analyzed using this alternative, which resulted in the same SYM as that reported in Table I. The AUC was 0.94, which was slightly larger than the AUC of 0.93 in Table I. Nevertheless, this difference in AUC was small compared to the 95% CIs. Thus, methodological differences in how a predictor was constructed from the AB data had no significant effect on its ability to classify ears with MEE.

For purposes of visualizing the WATF responses measured in ears with varying mobility ratings in pneumatic otoscopy, only the AB was considered. In Figure 2, the median AB is plotted across frequency for each of the subgroups of ears with the same TM stiffness classification obtained via pneumatic otoscopy. The median AB for the MEE group is also plotted for comparison, which, assuming MEE reduces TM mobility, is hypothesized to be similar to AB in those ears rated as having increased stiffness (but for which no classification of MEE was available). The subgroups of TM mobility with the largest numbers of ears are those with N+ (N=36) and SS (N = 23) ratings, with both subgroups forming the normal group of responses in the clinical detection theory analysis. Overall, stiffer ears tended to have lower AB, with the most sensitive region (as defined by the largest differences in AB across subjective stiffness rating) between 0.8 and 2 kHz, which shows that absorbance decreases as TM stiffness increases. Regions beyond this range tend to have greater overlap across classifications. The AB for ears in the IM subgroup (i.e., scores of 5) is most similar across frequency to the AB of ears with MEE. That is, ears with MEE tend to be ears with an immobile eardrum.

To further investigate the relationship between AB and pneumatic otoscopy, AB responses were averaged over the frequency region most sensitive to changes in stiffness (i.e., 0.8 to 2 kHz) and plotted in Figure 3 for each TM stiffness classification group and the MEE group. The vertical notch on each side of each box represents the outcome from a nonparametric test for comparing each pair of medians for a significant difference at the 0.05 level. If notches are non-overlapping across TM stiffness classifications, medians are significantly different. The number of ears for each TM classification is listed along the x-axis at the top of the plot. As shown in Figure 3, the group classified as N+ has significantly higher AB than all other groups. The TMs classified as SS have significantly higher AB than the VS.
IM, and MEE groups. Ears classified into the MS group have significantly higher AB than those in the IM group. Overall, the groups that are significantly different from one another include the N+ and SS groups compared to the VS and IM groups. The ears with TMs classified into the MS group represent a borderline group.

The interpretation of the results shown in Figures 2 and 3 is limited by the factor that only 8 ears are present in the MS otoscopic group and 3 ears are present in each of the VS and IM groups. The study of the relationship between AB in each of the five otoscopic groups is a secondary goal of the project. The relationship emerges from the approach of using pneumatic otoscopy to identify ears with normal middle-ear function (as comprised of the larger N+ and SS groups). As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the 14 test ears in the MS, VS and IM groups have reduced AB compared to ears in the N+ and SS groups, and the absorbance data for these groups (especially the VS and IM groups) were within the range of AB measured in the MEE group. The study of any residual differences amongst the MS, VS and IM groups would require additional testing with larger numbers of test ears. Notwithstanding this limitation, a general pattern is that eardrums judged to have reduced mobility via pneumatic otoscopy also have reduced absorbance.

DISCUSSION

The main purpose of this study was to evaluate WATFs in predicting MEE in young children by comparing WATFs in ears with surgically confirmed fluid to ears from age-matched peers with presumably normal middle-ear function and no history of middle-ear disease or surgery. In addition, this study assessed the extent to which AB is related to TM movement as determined via pneumatic otoscopy. Our results showed that AB was reduced in ears with MEE compared to ears without MEE, especially in the frequency range of 1.5 to 3 kHz, which suggests that the middle ear is less efficient at absorbing sound energy in the mid-frequencies when MEE is present. It should be noted that these “mid-frequencies” include test frequencies higher than those used in clinical tympanometry tests. In addition, although the variability of AB is reduced in the lower frequencies, the overlap between MEE and non-MEE groups is greater at lower frequencies than at higher frequencies. This is notable because clinical tympanometric evaluations often rely on measurements at 0.226 Hz, a frequency at which variance may be small, but its diagnostic information is also limited.

Tests to predict MEE that are presently recommended in accepted clinical guidelines include pneumatic otoscopy, and either 226-Hz tympanometry or reflectometry when the results of pneumatic otoscopy are questionable.25 Although meta-analysis has reported good sensitivity and specificity for pneumatic otoscopy in making predictions of MEE,27 it has produced variable inter- and intra-tester results.29,34,35 The performance of each WATF predictor is quantified in the present study by AUC and SYM values, which is not reported in the literature for pneumatic otoscopy. Nevertheless, it is possibly to estimate SYM from previous studies when the reported sensitivity and specificity values were similar. The present study reports a SYM value of 0.90 for the CP predictor (see Table I). The CP predictor would be preferred in clinical applications because it combines the diagnostic information from the AB, YP and YM predictors. The calculation of a combined predictor score could be automated with no meaningful increase in test time. The accuracy of pneumatic otoscopy for detecting MEE, based on surgical findings at myringotomy, was described by Toner and Mains30, who reported test sensitivity of 87% and specificity of 89%. These values translate to a SYM value between 0.87 and 0.89, which would lie within the CI of SYM for each of the WATF predictors in Table I (i.e., 0.85-0.96). This suggests that a diagnostic WATF test is at least as accurate as pneumatic otoscopy in detecting MEE, and, because it is objective, it is not affected by variability associated with visual examinations of the eardrum.
Toner and Mains\textsuperscript{30} reported sensitivity and specificity values of 81 and 82\%, respectively, for 226-Hz tympanometry, which corresponds to a SYM value of approximately 0.81-0.82. Such values are less than the SYM values for all WATF variables reported in Table I, which range from 0.85 to 0.90. In addition, AUC values for WATF predictors in Table I (i.e., 0.90-0.94) were larger than values reported in other studies for 226-Hz tympanometry (i.e., 0.83-0.84)\textsuperscript{39,40} and reflectometry (i.e., 0.77).\textsuperscript{40} The tympanometry and reflectometry studies did not report a CI for any summary statistic of the ROC curve, so no conclusion is possible regarding the differences across studies in these tests and the WATF tests in the present study. Nevertheless, the SYM and AUC values for WATF predictors were, in every case, higher (i.e., more accurate) than the corresponding SYM and AUC values for 226-Hz tympanometry and acoustic reflectometry tests.

It should be noted that no 226-Hz tympanometry test was performed in the present study because such a test requires additional time and pressurization of the ear canal. A goal was to minimize any interference with the clinical protocol or discomfort that the child might experience, especially just before surgery. Another factor in the present study was to avoid any effects of pressurization on the amount of the MEE that was measured during surgery, which immediately followed the acquisition of the research data.

Beers et al.\textsuperscript{54} reported an AUC of 0.97 in detecting MEE in children of age 3-12 years relative to a normal control group of age 5-6 years. This AUC is larger than that found in the present study. One difference between the studies is that the children tested in the present study were younger with a mean age of 1.8-1.9 years. A more fundamental difference is that the presence of MEE in Beers et al. was defined on the basis of pneumatic otoscopy and video otomicroscopy for one half of the ears and on the basis of elevated air-conduction thresholds, flat tympanograms, and absent transient-evoked otoacoustic emissions for the other half of the ears. The presence of MEE in the present study was defined on the basis of surgical findings at myringotomy. These differences in methodology may have contributed to the observed difference in AUC values.

The main result of the present study suggests that WATF measurements are at least as effective, and possibly more effective, in predicting the presence of MEE in children aged 0.5 to 7 years, compared to methods currently recommended by clinical guidelines. The use of an ambient-pressure test, such as the WATF test in the present study, to predict the presence of MEE may be favored over tests such as pneumatic otoscopy and tympanometry that require pressurization in the ear canal, especially in a population of children experiencing ear-related discomfort. Nevertheless, the WATF test has the option of obtaining pressurized responses if desired.\textsuperscript{45} In addition, pneumatic otoscopy is characterized by variability in interpretation\textsuperscript{29,34,35} while tympanometry may not be suitable for detecting slight changes in middle-ear mechanics that result from MEE because it tests at only a single frequency.\textsuperscript{42} The WATF test overcomes these limitations by providing an objective assessment of middle-ear function across a broad frequency region (0.25 to 8 kHz) while also maintaining good test-retest reliability\textsuperscript{46,55} and a short test time.\textsuperscript{45} The WATF response is relatively insensitive to probe placement within the ear canal (so long as an adequate seal is achieved),\textsuperscript{45} which reduces variability associated with the use of multiple testers or individual testers across multiple test sessions.

Although associations between classifications, based on pneumatic otoscopy, and AB may be tempered by the small number of observations in some classification groups (i.e., MS, VS, and IM), the findings that AB decreases as TM stiffness increases, and that AB in ears classified as N+ and SS is significantly different from AB in ears classified as VS and IM, suggests a close association between pneumatic otoscopy and AB. This is further supported inasmuch as ears with an immobile TM have similar absorbance to ears with MEE (see
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Figure 3). While pneumatic otoscopy and WATF have similar accuracy in predicting MEE, the objective test outcome from a WATF response eliminates the need for subjective interpretation that is associated with the use of pneumatic otoscopy. The close relationship between AB and pneumatic otoscopy ratings suggest the potential value of AB in training programs for validating pneumatic otoscopy.

**CONCLUSION**

WATFs measured in the ear canal were accurate predictors of MEE in young children with the most important diagnostic information (i.e., the frequency range with the least overlap) occurring at frequencies between approximately 1.5 and 3 kHz. The best overall test performance was achieved when wideband acoustic absorbance and admittance predictors were combined across the entire frequency range (0.25-8 kHz), which resulted in correct classification of 90% of both normal and MEE ears. When TM stiffness was classified according to pneumatic otoscopy, the ear absorbed less energy as TM stiffness increased over the bandwidth of frequencies selected between 0.8 and 2 kHz. When compared to pneumatic otoscopy, the absorbance in ears with no TM mobility was similar to that in ears with MEE. WATFs are at least as effective in predicting the presence of MEE in children aged 0.5 to 7 years as those methods currently recommended by clinical guidelines.
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Figure 1.
The solid and dotted lines represent the median absorbance for the normal and middle-ear effusion (MEE) group, respectively. The light gray fill represents the inter-quartile range (IQR) for the normal group, and the dark gray fill for the MEE group. The medium gray fill at each frequency represents the absorbance range over which the group interquartile ranges (IQRs) overlap.
Figure 2.
Median absorbance is plotted (black lines) across frequency for each of the subgroups of ears with the same TM stiffness classification (1 through 5) obtained via pneumatic otoscopy. Stiffness classifications are defined as follows: (1) Normal (N+), (2) Slightly stiff (SS), (3) Moderately stiff (MS), (4) Very stiff (VS), and (5) No movement (i.e., immobile; IM). The absorbance for the middle-ear effusion (MEE) group is plotted for comparison (gray dotted line).
Figure 3.
Absorbance (AB) responses averaged from 0.8 to 2 kHz are plotted as box and whiskers plots for each otoscopic subgroup and the middle-ear effusion (MEE) group. For each box, the center horizontal line represents the median AB, and the top and bottom horizontal lines represent the interquartile range (IQR) of AB. Each whisker length denotes the lesser of the full range of the data or 1.5 times the IQR. The notch is used with a nonparametric test to evaluate if two medians are significantly different at the 0.05 level. If notches are non-overlapping across tympanic membrane stiffness classifications, then the medians are significantly different. The notch for a box and whiskers plot can be wider than the IQR if the number of ears is small, such as is the case for the Moderately stiff, Very stiff, and No movement subgroups.
### TABLE I
The AUC, SYM and corresponding CIs for WATF predictors of MEE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>AUC (95% CI)</th>
<th>SYM (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>0.93 (0.87-0.97)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.78-0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YM</td>
<td>0.93 (0.87-0.97)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.79-0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YP</td>
<td>0.90 (0.82-0.95)</td>
<td>0.85 (0.77-0.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>0.94 (0.88-0.98)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.85-0.96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AB = absorbance; AUC = area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve; CI = confidence intervals; CP = combined predictor; MEE = middle-ear effusion; SYM = point of symmetry on the ROC curve; WATF = wideband acoustic transfer function; YM = admittance magnitude; YP = admittance phase.